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The Problem with Paper

Paper forms are risky. Whether struggling to read 
illegible handwriting, or finding incomplete or out of 
date data, all of these can impact the safety and 
support you provide to families.

Paper is difficult to manage. Families constantly have 
to complete these forms for every program they attend, 
while staff struggle with carrying around binders or 
searching through stacks of paper in a crisis.

Managing the privacy and security of these forms is 
almost impossible, with too many chances for forms 
to be lost or damaged.

The wellbeing and happiness of the families you serve is your top priority. That’s why having the right 
tools is essential. Yet for decades, recreation departments have had to rely on paper forms to collect 
families’ medical and emergency contact data.

It’s time to make life easier for you, your staff 
and your families. ePACT is the solution!

Skip the paperwork and replace illegible, incomplete and
impractical medical forms with ePACT’s easy one-and-done process.

Eliminate the paper.
Embrace the peace of mind.
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“ ePACT has made life easier for our parents, and provided us with a 
multi-functional tool which has allowed us to be more effective 
recreation service providers.
ANNE MARIE DONNELLY, SAN FRANCISCO RECREATION & PARKS DEPARTMENT

91% of families prefer 
ePACT over paper forms

93% of families agree 
ePACT makes them feel safer

93% of families find 
ePACT easy to use

Why use ePACT?

Authorized administrators can securely access ePACT anytime, anywhere on computer, smartphone or 
tablet. With our Mobile App, data is accessible even without internet or cell service!

Run reports to identify allergies, medications, dietary requirements, or other medical concerns to help 
prepare in advance for programs, respond in a crisis or archive records for data retention requirements.

ePACT not only demonstrates your commitment to participant safety, but also helps your team spend less 
time processing paper forms and more time doing what matters: supporting your families.

Unlike paper forms and other recreation software, ePACT meets legislative privacy and security needs, 
including compliance with HIPAA and the Privacy Act.

What is ePACT?

ePACT is a cloud-based system that lets you easily and 
securely collect critical emergency data from families 
attending any of your programs.

Families input their information once and simply use 
ePACT as their single emergency record to connect and 
share across multiple programs.

ePACT can be used as a stand-alone system or can ‘talk’ to 
other software systems with simple API data exchange, 
allowing quick and easy set up and use throughout the year.

By replacing your paper medical forms, waivers and 
consents with ePACT, you can reduce administration 
time, costs and headaches, while making families’ 
lives easier and safer in the event of an emergency!

Eliminate paper, minimize administration hassles and better support your families today with ePACT.

ePACT is the exclusive emergency network provider
for the National Recreation & Park Association.


